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Abstract
This paper studies the opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) of the secondary users in a large-scale overlay
cognitive radio (CR) network. Two threshold-based OSA schemes, namely the primary receiver assisted (PRA)
protocol and the primary transmitter assisted (PTA) protocol, are investigated. Under the PRA/PTA protocol, a
secondary transmitter (ST) is allowed to access the spectrum only when the maximum signal power of the received
beacons/pilots sent from the active primary receivers/transmitters (PRs/PTs) is lower than a certain threshold. To
measure the resulting transmission opportunity for the secondary users by the proposed OSA protocols, the concept
of spatial opportunity, which is defined as the probability that an arbitrary location in the primary network is detected
as a spatial spectrum hole, is introduced and then evaluated by applying tools from stochastic geometry. Based on
spatial opportunity, the coverage (non-outage transmission) performance in the overlay CR network is analyzed.
With the obtained results of spatial opportunity and coverage probability, we finally characterize the spatial
throughput, which is defined as the average spatial density of successful transmissions in the primary/secondary
network, under the PRA and PTA protocols, respectively.
Index Terms
Cognitive radio, opportunistic spectrum access, stochastic geometry, Poisson point process, spatial opportunity,
coverage probability, spatial throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) [1], envisioned as a promising approach by utilizing cognitive
radios (CRs) to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency, has attracted significant interests over the
past few years. The basic idea of OSA is to enable the unlicensed secondary users to access the licensed
spectrum by detecting and exploiting the spectrum holes available in the primary network. A spectrum
hole, also referred to as underutilized position in the primary network, is defined as a multi-dimension
(over time, frequency and space) region in which the transmission of a secondary transmitter (ST)
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2introduces only limited interference at the active primary receivers (PRs) [4]. Most of the existing literature
has focused on the OSA design in time and/or frequency, where the STs utilize the idle time periods
and/or frequency bands over the primary network to transmit [2]–[5]. In this paper, by applying tools
from stochastic geometry [6]–[8], we study the OSA design in space by exploiting the spatial spectrum
holes in the primary network.
One challenging issue in the study of spatial OSA is how to measure the spatial spectrum availability
in the primary network. To answer this question, in this paper, we introduce a new metric termed spatial
opportunity, which is defined as the probability that an arbitrary location in the geographical region of
the primary network is detected as a spatial spectrum hole. Since spatial spectrum holes represent the
underutilized positions that are expected to be reused by the secondary users, the spatial opportunity
actually measures the spatial spectrum availability in the primary network and thereby quantifies the
potential transmission opportunities for the secondary network.
Point process theory [9], [10] has been widely applied in the study of large-scale CR networks. In [11]
and [12], Yin et al. studied the transmission capacities of two overlaid mobile ad hoc networks (primary
versus secondary) and analyzed their asymptotic capacity tradeoffs. In [13], Vaze evaluated the benefit of
employing multiple antennas at secondary users by deriving the optimal spatial transmit/receive degrees
of freedom for interference nulling/cancellation to maximize the scaling of the transmission capacity
with respect to the number of antennas. In [14], Huang et al. studied the spectrum sharing between
a cellular uplink versus a mobile ad hoc network and analyzed their performance tradeoff in terms of
transmission capacity. In [15] and [16], J. Lee et al. investigated the spectrum sharing of multiple overlaid
mobile ad hoc networks and characterized the effect of interference cancellation on the spectrum-sharing
transmission capacity. It is worth noting that in the above prior works [11]–[16], since the spectrum
access of the secondary user does not depend on the spatial realization of the primary users, the point
processes formed by the active primary and secondary users are assumed to be independent.
In [17], C. Lee et al. investigated the aggregate interference and outage probabilities of the CR network
in which the STs are allowed to transmit only if they are outside all the exclusion regions (guard zones)
of the primary receivers/transmitters (PRs/PTs). Different from [11]–[16], in [17], due to the fact that the
activation of secondary transmissions relies on the spatial realization of the primary network, the point
3processes formed by the active primary and secondary users become dependent, which gives rise to a new
challenge in analyzing the outage performance. To tackle this challenge, the authors in [17] characterized
the conditional distribution of the locations of active PTs/STs given a typical primary/secondary receiver
(PR/SR) at the origin via bounding and/or approximation techniques.
In this paper, we study a large-scale overlay CR network in which the STs are allowed to transmit only
if they are detected to be in the spatial spectrum holes of the primary network. We consider time-slotted
transmissions and two threshold-based OSA protocols described as follows.
1) Primary Receiver Assisted Protocol: In this protocol, to facilitate the OSA of the STs, each
active PR is assumed to broadcast a unique beacon signal on a dedicated control channel [19], [20] at the
beginning of each time slot. The STs are designed to monitor the beacon signals for spatial-spectrum-hole
detection. With the use of matched filtering1 [2], each ST is able to identify the beacons from different
PRs and detect the maximum received beacon power. To simplify the analysis, as in [20], we assume
that the primary control channel and data channel experience the same amount of path-loss and fading.
As a result, due to channel reciprocity, the received beacon power can be used as a proxy for the STs
to estimate their introduced interference perceived at each PR. To protect the primary transmissions, a
predefined OSA threshold Nra is applied such that only the STs with the maximum received beacon power
lower than the threshold are allowed to transmit. We call this threshold-based OSA protocol “Primary
Receiver Assisted (PRA)” protocol.
2) Primary Transmitter Assisted Protocol: In this protocol, each active PT is assumed to transmit
a unique pilot signal at the beginning of each time slot for coherent detection at the intended PR as in
[11]–[17]. The STs are designed to monitor the pilot signals from the active PTs for spatial-spectrum-
hole detection. Similar to the case of the PRA protocol, with the use of matched filtering [2], each
ST is able to identify the pilots from different PTs and detect the maximum received pilot power. To
protect the primary transmissions, a predefined OSA threshold Nta is applied such that only the STs
with the maximum received pilot power lower than the threshold are allowed to transmit. We call this
threshold-based OSA protocol “Primary Transmitter Assisted (PTA)” protocol, to differ from PRA.
It is worth noting that under the proposed PRA or PTA protocol, due to the dependency of the secondary
1In this paper, for simplicity we assume perfect sensing, i.e., the noise effect on the matched filtering output is ignored.
4transmissions on the locations of active PRs/PTs, the point processes formed by the active primary and
secondary users are in general not independent. As a result, how to characterize the dependency between
the realizations of the active primary and secondary users under the proposed PRA or PTA protocol,
which is different from that under the exclusion region based protocols proposed in [17], is the major
challenge to be tackled in this paper. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Two threshold-based OSA schemes, namely the PRA protocol and the PTA protocol, are proposed. To
measure the resulting transmission opportunity for the STs by the proposed PRA or PTA protocol,
the concept of spatial opportunity is introduced and evaluated by applying tools from stochastic
geometry. Based on this result, the spatial distribution of the active STs under the PRA or PTA
protocol is characterized.
• In both setups of the PRA and PTA protocols, given a typical PR/SR at the origin, the conditional
distributions of the point processes formed by the active STs and/or PTs are derived based on
the spatial opportunity characterization. It is worth noting that under the proposed PRA or PTA
protocol, due to the threshold-based OSA, the point process formed by the active STs does not
follow a homogeneous Poisson point process (HPPP) and thus a complete characterization of its
spatial distribution is infeasible. As a result, the coverage (transmission non-outage) probability of
the primary/secondary network, which depends on the Laplace transform of the aggregate interference
from all active STs to the typical PR/SR at the origin, is difficult to be characterized exactly. To tackle
this difficulty, in both setups of the PRA and PTA protocols, new approximations are made on the
conditional distribution of the active STs. Based on such approximations, the coverage performance
of the primary and secondary networks under the PRA or PTA protocol is characterized. Finally,
with the results obtained from the analysis on spatial opportunity and coverage probability, we
characterize the spatial throughput for both the primary and secondary networks under the PRA and
PTA protocols, respectively.
It is worth noting that the paper by Nguyen and Baccelli [18] is similar in spirit and scope to our
work. However, our work differs from [18] in the following two main aspects. First, the protocol studied
in our paper is different from that in [18]. Specifically, in [18] the authors considered the carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) based protocols, under which a primary user is allowed to access the spectrum
5only if it has the smallest back-off timer among its primary contenders while a secondary user is allowed
to transmit only if it has no primary contenders and the corresponding back-off timer is the smallest
among its secondary contenders. In contrast, we consider the Aloha type of protocol in this paper, where
the primary users make independent decisions to access the spectrum with a given probability while
the secondary users are allowed to transmit as long as they have no primary contenders detected. As
a result, the distributions of active PTs and STs derived in our paper are considerably different from
that in [18]. Second, our analysis is more general than that in [18]. Notice that in [18], the primary
and secondary users are assumed to have the same transmission parameters (e.g. transmit power, OSA
threshold, node distance, SIR target). Then, by assigning proper virtual back-off timers, the authors in
[18] regarded the primary and secondary networks as a single-layer ad hoc network and thereby were
able to apply the results in [7] (which are only applicable for the case of single-layer ad hoc networks)
to characterize the distributions of active users (notice that in [18], there was no fundamental difference
between the conditional distributions of active primary and secondary users). In our paper, different from
[18], we model the primary and secondary users in two independent but interacting networks and derive
the resulting distributions of active primary and secondary users even for the case when they have different
transmission parameters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. The
concept of spatial opportunity is introduced and characterized in Section III. The coverage performance
of the primary and secondary networks is analyzed in Sections IV and V, respectively. Simulation results
are presented in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
Notations of selected symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table I.
II. MODEL AND METRIC
A. System Model
We consider an overlay CR network in which two mobile ad hoc networks, namely the primary network
and the secondary network, coexist and share the same spectrum on R2. The PTs are licensed users with
a higher priority to access the spectrum, while the STs are allowed to transmit only if they are detected
to be in the spatial holes of the primary network. The locations of the PTs and STs are assumed to follow
6TABLE I
SYMBOL NOTATION
Symbol Meaning
µ0, λ0 Density of initially deployed PTs/PRs, STs/SRs
µp Density of active PTs/PRs
α Path-loss exponent
Pp, Ps Transmission power of PTs, STs
θp, θs SIR target for the primary network, secondary network
Nra, Nta OSA threshold for STs under PRA, PTA protocol
Qra, Qta Spatial opportunity for STs under PRA, PTA protocol
λras , λ
ta
s Density of active STs under PRA, PTA protocol
Rp,Tp Typical active PR, PT
Rs,Ts Typical active SR, ST
Φxra(u),Φ
x
ta(u) Point process formed by the active STs on a circle of radius u
centered at location x ∈ R2 under PRA, PTA protocol
Ψxra(u) Point process formed by the active PRs on a circle of radius u
centered at location x ∈ R2 under PRA protocol
Υxra(u),Υ
x
ta(u) Point process formed by the active PTs on a circle of radius u
centered at location x ∈ R2 under PRA, PTA protocol
λxra(u), λxta(u) Density of Φxra(u), Φxta(u)
ψxra(u) Density of Ψxra(u)
µxra(u), µxta(u) Density of Υxra(u),Υxta(u)
τrap , τ
ta
p Coverage probability for the primary network under PRA, PTA protocol
τras , τ
ta
s Coverage probability for the secondary network under PRA, PTA protocol
Crap , C
ta
p Spatial throughput for the primary network under PRA, PTA protocol
Cras , C
ta
s Spatial throughput for the secondary network under PRA, PTA protocol
two independent HPPPs with density µ0 and λ0, respectively. For each PT, the intended PR is located
at a distance of dp away in a random direction. Similarly, for each ST, the intended SR is located at a
distance of ds away in a random direction. It should be noted that the PRs’/SRs’ locations are not part
of their respective transmitters’ PPPs. Thus, the locations of the PRs and SRs follow two independent
HPPPs with density µ0 and λ0, respectively.
Assuming that time is slotted, and in each time slot the primary network employs an Aloha type of
medium access control (MAC) protocol [21] such that the PTs make independent decisions to access the
spectrum with probability pp. Then, according to the coloring theorem [10], the locations of the active
PTs/PRs follow a HPPP with density µp = µ0pp.
For the secondary network, the PRA or PTA protocol is employed such that the STs are allowed to
transmit only if they are detected to be in the resulting spatial spectrum holes of the primary network.
It is worth noting that under the PRA or PTA protocol, unlike the position-independent thinning in the
7primary network, the access probabilities of the STs are position-dependent. As such, the point process
formed by the active STs under the PRA or PTA protocol does not follow a HPPP. In fact, under the PRA
or PTA protocol, the access probability of each ST is a function of the realization of active PRs/PTs.
Nevertheless, since the active PRs/PTs are homogeneous Poisson distributed, the access probabilities of
all STs are identically distributed. Therefore, the randomly thinned point process formed by the active
STs under the PRA or PTA protocol is stationary2 on R2.
The propagation channel is modeled as the combination of the small-scale Rayleigh fading and the
large-scale path-loss given by
g(d) = hd−α, (1)
where h denotes the exponentially distributed power coefficient with unit mean, d denotes the propagation
distance, and α denotes the path-loss exponent [23].
All the PTs are assumed to transmit the same power Pp. All the STs are assumed to transmit the same
power Ps. In addition, all the PRs are assumed to use the same power Pp for beacon transmissions. For
the sake of simplicity, we ignore the thermal noise in the regime of interest and simply focus on the
received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) as in [13]–[17]. The SIR targets for the primary and secondary
networks are denoted as θp and θs, respectively.
B. Performance Metric
Three performance metrics are studied in this paper: the spatial opportunity, the coverage probability,
and the spatial throughput, which are specified as follows.
Spatial Opportunity: The spatial opportunity in an overlay CR network, denoted by Q, is defined as
the probability that a position x ∈ R2 is detected as a spatial spectrum hole in the primary network with
a given OSA policy (e.g. PRA or PTA).
Coverage Probability: The coverage probability, also known as the transmission non-outage prob-
ability, is defined as the probability that a (primary or secondary) receiver succeeds in decoding the
received data packets from its corresponding (primary or secondary) transmitter. In particular, given the
2A point processN is stationary if its characteristics are invariant under translation, i.e., the point processesN = {xn} andN = {xn + x}
have the same distribution for all x ∈ R2 [6].
8primary/secondary receiver SIR, denoted by SIRp and SIRs, respectively, and the corresponding SIR
targets, θp and θs, the coverage probability in the primary/secondary network is defined as
τp = Pr {SIRp ≥ θp} , (2)
τs = Pr {SIRs ≥ θs} . (3)
Spatial Throughput: The spatial throughput of the primary/secondary network is the expected spatial
density of successful primary/secondary transmissions, which are donated by Cp and Cs, respectively,
defined as
Cp = µpτp, (4)
Cs = λ0Qτs. (5)
III. SPATIAL OPPORTUNITY
Let Qra and Qta be the spatial opportunities of the overlay CR network under the proposed PRA and
PTA protocols, respectively. Then, we characterize Qra and Qta in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: The spatial opportunity of an overlay CR network with the PRA/PTA protocol is given
by
Qra = exp
{
−2piµp
Γ( 2
α
)( Pp
Nra
)
2
α
α
}
, (6)
Qta = exp
{
−2piµp
Γ( 2
α
)( Pp
Nta
)
2
α
α
}
, (7)
where Nra and Nta denote the OSA threshold under the PRA and PTA protocols, respectively, and Γ(z)
denotes the Gamma function with z > 0, which is defined as
Γ(z) =
∫ ∞
0
tz−1e−tdt.
Proof: See Appendix A.
The spatial opportunity quantifies the spatial spectrum availability in the primary network. The higher
is the spatial opportunity, the more spatial locations in the primary network are being under-utilized. It is
9observed from (6) that the spatial opportunity is a function of the transmission parameters of the primary
network.
On the other hand, since the STs are allowed to access the spectrum only if they are detected to
be in the spatial spectrum holes of the primary network, the spatial opportunity actually measures the
transmission opportunity for the secondary network. It is worth noting that Qra and Qta are obtained by
averaging over all the possible realizations of the primary network. As a result, the spatial opportunity
only quantifies the mean value of the access probability of the STs in space. With this observation and
by noting that Qra and Qta are position-independent, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1: For an overlay CR network with the PRA/PTA protocol, the density of the point process
formed by the active STs is given by λras = λ0Qra and λ
ta
s = λ0Qta, respectively.
From Theorem 3.1, it follows that if Nra = Nta, the spatial opportunities of the CR network with
the PRA and PTA protocols are actually the same, i.e., Qra = Qta. However, since the detected spatial
spectrum holes under the PRA and PTA protocols are distributed in a different manner, the coverage
performance in the overlay CR network under these two setups are also different even with Nra = Nta.
In the following two sections, we study the coverage probabilities of the primary and secondary networks,
respectively, under the proposed PRA or PTA protocol.
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY IN PRIMARY NETWORK
A. Conditional Distribution of Active STs
To analyze the coverage performance of the primary network, thanks to the stationarity of the point
processes formed by the active primary and secondary users, we can focus on a typical PR at the origin
denoted by Rp with its associated PT at a distance of dp away denoted by Tp. Then, by Slivnyak’s
theorem [8], in both cases of the PRA and PTA protocols, the locations of the rest of the active PRs/PTs
follow a HPPP with density µp. For the secondary network, let Φ
Rp
ra (u) be the point process formed by
the active STs on a circle of radius u centered at Rp under the PRA protocol as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)3.
In addition, let ΦTpta (r) be the point process formed by the active STs on a circle of radius r centered at
3More rigorously, we consider an annulus ARpra (u) bounded by two concentric circles centered at Rp with radius of u− 4u2 and u+ 4u2 ,
respectively, and then define ΦRpra (u) as the point process formed by the active STs in ARpra (u) as 4u→ 0. In the following, with an abuse
of notation, we simply denote ΦXra(u), ΦXta(u), ΨXra(u), ΥXra(u) and ΥXta(u) as the point processes formed by the active STs/PRs/PTs on
a circle of radius u centered at X under the PRA/PTA protocol to simplify the notation.
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Tp under the PTA protocol as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Then, we characterize the conditional distribution
of the active STs under the PRA or PTA protocol in the following lemma.
u
Rp
©
Rp
ra (u)
Tp
dp
¸
Rp
ra (u)
(a)
u ¸
Tp
ta (r)
r
¸
Tp
ta (u + dp)
Tp
dp
Rp
©
Tp
ta (r)
©
Rp
ta (u)
(b)
Fig. 1. Conditional distribution of active STs under (a) the PRA protocol; and (b) the PTA protocol.
Lemma 4.1: For an overlay CR network with the PRA/PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical PR at
the origin, ΦRpra (u) and Φ
Tp
ta (r) are isotropic4 with respect to Rp/Tp with density λ
Rp
ra (u) and λ
Tp
ta (r),
respectively, given by
λRpra (u) = λ
ra
s
(
1− e−Nrau
α
Pp
)
, (8)
λ
Tp
ta (r) = λ
ta
s
(
1− e−
Ntar
α
Pp
)
. (9)
Proof: According to Theorem 3.1, without conditioning on a typical PR at the origin, the spatial
opportunity for a ST on a circle of radius u or r centered at Rp or Tp under the PRA or PTA protocol is
given by Qra or Qta. Conditioned on a typical PR at the origin, due to the newly introduced interference
constraint at the typical PR, the spatial opportunity for a ST on the same circle centered at Rp or Tp
under the PRA or PTA protocol reduces to Qra Pr
(
h ≤ Nrauα
Pp
)
or Qta Pr
(
h ≤ Ntarα
Pp
)
, where h denotes
an exponentially distributed random variable with unit mean. Based on this result, it can be easily verified
that ΦRpra (u) or Φ
Tp
ta (r) is isotropic around Rp or Tp with density λ
Rp
ra (u) or λ
Tp
ta (r) given by (8) or (9).
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
It is worth noting that under the PRA or PTA protocol, due to the threshold-based OSA, ΦRpra (u) or
Φ
Tp
ta (r) does not follow a HPPP. Furthermore, since the higher order statistics of Φ
Rp
ra (u) and Φ
Tp
ta (r)
4A point process N is isotropic if its characteristics are invariant under rotation [6].
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are intractable, the coverage probability of the primary network under the PRA or PTA protocol, which
depends on the Laplace transform of the aggregate interference from all active STs to the typical PR at
the origin, is difficult to be characterized exactly. To tackle this difficulty, similar to [17], [18], [24], [25],
we make the following approximations on the conditional distribution of the active STs, which will be
verified later by simulations in Section VI.
Assumption 1: Under the PRA or PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical PR at the origin, ΦRpra (u) or
Φ
Tp
ta (r) follows a HPPP with density λ
Rp
ra (u) or λ
Tp
ta (r) and is assumed to be independent from the point
process formed by the active PTs.
Based on Assumption 1, we next characterize the coverage performance of the primary network under
the PRA and PTA protocols in the following two subsections, respectively.
B. Coverage Probability with PRA Protocol
Theorem 4.1: For an overlay CR network with the PRA protocol, under Assumption 1, the coverage
probability of the primary network is given by
τ rap = exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ra
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
{
2pi
α
λras
(
Pp
Nra
) 2
α
Γ(
2
α
)
}
× exp
−2piλras
∫ ∞
0
Ppuα
θpPsdαp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
× e
− θpPsNrad
α
p
P2p
e
Nrauα
Pp
udu
 . (10)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 4.1: It is worth noting that under the PRA protocol, the point process formed by the active
STs is isotropic around the typical PR at the origin. This is the key to that an exact characterization of
the coverage probability of the primary network is obtained in Theorem 4.1.
Remark 4.2: It is also worth noting that as Nra →∞ and Nra → 0, the coverage probability τ rap is in
accordance with that derived in [15] (where all the STs are active) and [22] (where none of the STs is
active), respectively, as expected.
Remark 4.3: With Theorem 4.1, the spatial throughput of the primary network under the PRA protocol
is given by Crap = µpτ
ra
p .
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C. Coverage Probability with PTA Protocol
For an overlay CR network with the PTA protocol, let ΦRpta (u) be the point process formed by the
active STs on a circle of radius u centered at the typical PR Rp as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Then, even with
Assumption 1, ΦRpta (u) follows a non-homogeneous PPP. Let λ
Rp
ta (u) be the average density of Φ
Rp
ta (u).
Then, we obtain the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.2: For an overlay CR network with the PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical PR at the
origin, an upper bound on λRpta (u) is given by
λ
Rp
ta (u) ≤ λtas
(
1− e−
Nta(u+dp)
α
Pp
)
. (11)
Proof: The proof immediately follows from Fig. 1(b) by observing that the highest density of ΦRpta (u)
is λTpta (u+ dp).
Lemma 4.3: For an overlay CR network with the PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical PR at the
origin, the following inequality on λRpta (u) holds:∫ ∞
0
λ
Rp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu ≥
∫ ∞
0
λ
Tp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu. (12)
Proof: See Appendix C.
With Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we are ready to characterize the coverage probability of the primary network
under the PTA protocol, as given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2: For an overlay CR network with the PTA protocol, under Assumption 1, the coverage
probability of the primary network is upper-bounded and lower-bounded, respectively, by
τ tap ≤ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ta
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
2piλtas
∫ ∞
0
 e−NtauαPp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu
 , (13)
τ tap ≥ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ta
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
2piλtas
∫ ∞
0
e−Nta(u+dp)αPp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu
 . (14)
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Proof: See Appendix D.
Remark 4.4: It is worth noting that under the PTA protocol, the point process formed by the active
STs is isotropic around the typical PT instead of the corresponding typical PR at the origin. This results
in that, unlike the case of PRA protocol, only the upper and lower bounds on the coverage probability
of the primary network are obtained for PTA protocol in Theorem 4.2.
Remark 4.5: Let 4τ tap be the gap between the upper and lower bounds of τ tap . Then, from (13) and
(14), it can be easily verified that lim
dp→0
4τ tap = 0. Intuitively, as dp → 0, the density of active STs around
the typical PR becomes the same as that around the typical PT. This is the reason why the upper and lower
bounds of τ tap converge as dp → 0 (Please see the proof for Theorem 4.2 in Appendix D for details.).
On the other hand, due to the fact that the first term in the expressions of both the upper and lower
bounds, i.e., exp
{
− 2pi2
α sin( 2piα )
θ
2
α
p d2p
(
µp + λ
ta
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
, goes to 0 as dp →∞, we have lim
dp→∞
4τ tap = 0.
Similar results can also be obtained with respect to Nta, i.e., lim
Nta→0
4τ tap = 0 and lim
Nta→∞
4τ tap = 0. It is
worth noting that due to the complex integrals in (13) and (14), it is difficult to find the maximum value
of 4τ tap with respect to dp or Nta. However, with (13) and (14), the maximum value of 4τ tap can be
numerically obtained. It is also worth noting that, in general, 4τ tap depends on other parameters as well
(e.g. λ0, as can be observed in Fig. 4).
Remark 4.6: Based on Theorem 4.2, we thereby characterize the upper and lower bounds on the spatial
throughput Ctap = µpτ
ta
p of the primary network under the PTA protocol.
V. COVERAGE PROBABILITY IN SECONDARY NETWORK
A. Conditional Distributions of Active PTs and STs
To analyze the coverage performance of the secondary network, we focus on a typical SR at the origin
denoted by Rs with its associated ST at a distance of ds away denoted by Ts. Let ΨTsra (r) and Υ
Ts
ta (r)
be the point processes formed by the active PRs and PTs, respectively, on a circle of radius r centered
at Ts under the PRA/PTA protocol. Then, the conditional distribution of the active PRs/PTs under the
PRA/PTA protocol is characterized as follows.
Lemma 5.1: For an overlay CR network with the PRA/PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at
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the origin, ΨTsra (r) and Υ
Ts
ta (r) are HPPPs with their respective densities given by
ψTsra (r) = µp
(
1− e−Nrar
α
Pp
)
, (15)
µTsta (r) = µp
(
1− e−
Ntar
α
Pp
)
. (16)
Proof: Under the PRA or PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the origin, the probability that
a PR or PT on a circle of radius r centered at Ts is active is given by Pr
(
h ≤ Nrarα
Pp
)
or Pr
(
h ≤ Ntarα
Pp
)
,
where h denotes an exponentially distributed random variable with unit mean. Then, according to the
coloring theorem [10], it can be easily verified that ΨTsra (r) or Υ
Ts
ta (r) follows a HPPP with density
ψTsra (r) or µ
Ts
ta (r) as given by (15) or (16). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1 .
Let ΥTsra (r) be the point process formed by the active PTs on a circle of radius r centered at Ts under
the PRA protocol. Then, based on Lemma 5.1, we characterize the conditional distribution of the active
PTs under the PRA protocol in the following lamma.
Lemma 5.2: For an overlay CR network with the PRA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the
origin, ΥTsra (r) follows a HPPP with density µ
Ts
ra (r), which is upper-bounded by
µTsra (r) ≤ µp
(
1− e−
Nra(r+dp)
α
Pp
)
. (17)
Proof: The conditional distribution of the active PTs is related to that of their corresponding active
PRs located at a distance of dp away in random directions. From Lemma 5.1, it thus follows that ΥTsra (r) is
a HPPP with density µTsra (r), which is (in the worst case) upper-bounded by ψ
Ts
ra (r+dp). This completes
the proof of Lemma 5.2.
The conditional distribution of the active PTs under the PRA or PTA protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
For the secondary network, let ΦTsra (r) or Φ
Ts
ta (r) be the point process formed by the active STs on
a circle of radius r centered at Ts under the PRA or PTA protocol as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Then,
based on Lemma 5.1, the conditional distribution of the active STs under the PRA or PTA protocol is
characterized as follows.
Lemma 5.3: For an overlay CR network with the PRA or PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR
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u ¹Tsth (r)
r
¹Tsth (u + ds)
Ts
ds
Rs
¨Tsth (r)
¨Rsth (u)
(a)
Rs
©
Ts
th
(r)
Ts
ds
¸
Ts
th
(r)
r
(b)
Fig. 2. Illustration of the conditional distributions for (a) active PTs; and (b) active STs, under the PRA or PTA protocol, where th stands
for ra or ta.
at the origin, ΦTsra (r) and Φ
Ts
ta (r) are isotropic around Ts, and their densities, denoted by λTsra (r) and
λTsta (r), respectively, are bounded by
λras ≤ λTsra (r) ≤ λras βra, (18)
λtas ≤ λTsta (r) ≤ λtas βta, (19)
where
βra = exp
{
piµpΓ(
2 + α
α
)(
Pp
2Nra
)
2
α
}
, (20)
βta = exp
{
piµpΓ(
2 + α
α
)(
Pp
2Nta
)
2
α
}
. (21)
Proof: See Appendix E.
It is worth noting that under the PRA or PTA protocol, similar to the primary network case, ΦTsra (r)
or ΦTsta (r) does not follow a HPPP. As a result, with only the first-order moment measures (average
densities) of ΦTsra (r) and Φ
Ts
ta (r) being obtained, the coverage probability of the secondary network under
the PRA or PTA protocol is difficult to be characterized exactly. To tackle this difficulty, we make the
following approximation on the conditional distribution of the active STs, which will be verified later by
simulations in Section VI.
Assumption 2: Under the PRA or PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the origin, ΦTsra (r) or
ΦTsta (r) follows a HPPP with density λTsra (r) or λ
Ts
ta (r) and is assumed to be independent from the point
16
process formed by the active PTs.
Based on Assumption 2, we characterize the coverage performance of the secondary network under
the PRA and PTA protocols in the following two subsections, respectively.
B. Coverage Probability with PRA Protocol
Under the PRA protocol, let ΥRsra (u) be the point process formed by the active PTs on a circle of radius
u centered at Rs as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). From Lemma 5.2, it thus follows that in general ΥRsra (u) is
a non-homogeneous PPP. Let µRsra (u) be the average density of Υ
Rs
ra (u). Then, we obtain the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.4: Under the PRA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the origin, an upper bound on
µRsra (u) is given by
µRsra (u) ≤ µp
(
1− e−
Nra(u+dp+ds)
α
Pp
)
. (22)
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2, (22) is obtained directly from Lemma 5.2.
Now, we are ready to evaluate the coverage probability of the secondary network under the PRA
protocol, as given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1: For an overlay CR network with the PRA protocol, under Assumption 2, the coverage
probability of the secondary network is lower-bounded by
τ ras ≥ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αs d2s
(
µp
(
Pp
Ps
) 2
α
+ λras βra
)}
× exp
2piµp
∫ ∞
0
e−Nra(u+dp+ds)αPp
1 + Psu
α
θsPpdαs
udu
 . (23)
Proof: With Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, (23) is readily obtained by applying a similar approach as for the
proof of Theorem 4.2.
Remark 5.1: With Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, we thus establish a lower bound on the spatial throughput
Cras = λ0Qraτ
ra
s of the secondary network under the PRA protocol.
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C. Coverage Probability with PTA Protocol
Under the PTA protocol, let ΥRsta (u) be the point process formed by the active PTs on a circle of
radius u centered at Rs as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). From Lemma 5.1, it is known that ΥRsta (u) follows
a non-homogeneous PPP. Let µRsta (u) be the average density of Υ
Rs
ta (u). Then, we obtain the following
two lemmas.
Lemma 5.5: Under the PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the origin, an upper bound on
µRsta (u) is given by
µRsta (u) ≤ µp
(
1− e−
Nta(u+ds)
α
Pp
)
. (24)
Proof: The proof is similar to that for Lemma 4.2 and thus is omitted for brevity.
Lemma 5.6: Under the PTA protocol, conditioned on a typical SR at the origin, the following inequality
on µRsta (u) holds: ∫ ∞
0
µRsta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu ≥
∫ ∞
0
µTsta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu. (25)
Proof: The proof is similar to that for Lemma 4.3 and thus is omitted for brevity.
With Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, we are ready to evaluate the coverage probability of the secondary network
under the PTA protocol, as given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2: For an overlay CR network with the PTA protocol, under Assumption 2, the coverage
probability of the secondary network is upper-bounded and lower-bounded, respectively, by
τ tas ≤ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αs d2s
(
µp
(
Pp
Ps
) 2
α
+ λtas
)}
× exp
2piµp
∫ ∞
0
 e−NtauαPp
1 + Psu
α
θsPpdαs
udu
 , (26)
τ tas ≥ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αs d2s
(
µp
(
Pp
Ps
) 2
α
+ λtas βta
)}
× exp
2piµp
∫ ∞
0
e−Nta(u+ds)αPp
1 + Psu
α
θsPpdαs
udu
 . (27)
Proof: Based on Lemmas 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6, and by applying a similar approach as in the proof of
Theorem 4.2, (26) and (27) are thus obtained.
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Remark 5.2: It is worth noting that in the case of PTA protocol, the conditional distribution of active
PTs can be exactly characterized. For this reason, both the upper and lower bounds are obtained for the
coverage probability of the secondary network as shown in Theorem 5.2.
Remark 5.3: It is also worth noting that as Nta → 0, according to (26) and (27), we have
exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αs d2sλtas βta
}
≤ τ tas ≤ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αs d2sλtas
}
.
Therefore, as Nta → 0, the coverage performance of the secondary network is solely determined by the
secondary transmissions. An intuitive explanation of the above observation is that, when Nta is small,
the active PTs are in general very far away from the typical SR at the origin and thus the nearby active
STs dominate the coverage performance of the secondary network.
Remark 5.4: With Theorems 3.1 and 5.2, the spatial throughput Ctas = λ0Qtaτ
ta
s of the secondary
network under the PTA protocol is thereby characterized.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results on the performance of the PRA and PTA protocols to
validate our analytical results. Throughout this section, unless specified otherwise, we set µp = 0.01,
Pp = 5, Ps = 2, dp = ds = 1, θp = θs = 3, and α = 4.
A. Spatial Opportunity
Fig. 3 shows the analytical and simulated results on the spatial opportunity Qra by the PRA protocol
or Qta by the PTA protocol versus the active primary user density µp when Pp/Nth = 1, 5, and 10,
respectively, where we set Nra = Nta = Nth. It is observed that the spatial opportunity in an overlay
CR network with threshold-based OSA is a decreasing function of µp as well as the ratio Pp/Nth, which
are expected according to Theorem 3.1. It is also observed that the simulation results fit closely to our
analytical results.
B. Coverage Probability
In Fig. 4, we compare the analytical and simulated results on the coverage probability of the primary
network under the PRA and PTA protocols, respectively. Several observations are in order. First, the
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Fig. 3. Spatial opportunity in an overlay CR network versus the active primary user density µp under the PRA/PTA protocol, with
Nra = Nta = Nth.
approximated coverage probability of the primary network under the PRA protocol derived in Theorem 4.1
under Assumption 1 is quite accurate. An intuitive explanation of the above observation is that, as
mentioned in [17], the higher-order statistics of the point process formed by the active STs have a
marginal effect on the computed Laplace transform of the aggregate interference from all active STs to
the typical PR at the origin. Second, the simulated coverage probability of the primary network under
the PTA protocol falls between the upper and lower bounds derived in Theorem 4.2 as expected. Third,
the PRA protocol outperforms the PTA protocol on the coverage performance of the primary network.
Intuitively, this is because that the PRA protocol protects the PRs more directly than the PTA protocol.
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Fig. 4. Coverage probability of the primary network versus spatial opportunity Qth under the PRA/PTA protocol, with Qra = Qta = Qth.
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Fig. 5. Coverage probability of the secondary network versus spatial opportunity Qth under the PRA/PTA protocol, with Qra = Qta = Qth.
Fig. 5 compares the analytical results on the coverage probability of the secondary network with
the corresponding simulated values under the PRA and PTA protocols, respectively. As observed from
Fig. 5, the lower and/or upper bounds on the coverage probability of the secondary network derived
in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 under the PRA/PTA protocol are effective. It is also observed that the PTA
protocol outperforms the PRA protocol on the coverage performance of the secondary network, which
is the opposite to the case of the coverage performance of the primary network as shown in Fig. 4.
Intuitively, this is because from the perspective of secondary transmissions, the PTA protocol is more
desirable than the PRA protocol since the resulting active STs (and thereby their corresponding SRs at
a small distance of ds) are better protected from the active PTs (rather than PRs in the case of the PRA
protocol) under the PTA protocol. Furthermore, we can observe from Fig. 5 that the coverage probability
of the secondary network under the PTA protocol is close to the lower bound in the regime of small Qth.
Intuitively, when Qth is small, as discussed in Remark 5.3, the coverage probability of the secondary
network under the PTA protocol is dominated by the secondary transmissions around the typical SR at
the origin. As such, due to the fact that the density of active STs around the typical SR is close to λtas βta
when Qth is sufficiently small, the corresponding lower bound is tight. It is also worth noting that, as
can be observed in Fig. 5, both the upper and lower bounds converge at Qth = 1, which is intuitively
expected from Theorem 5.2.
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(b) λ0 = 0.1
Fig. 6. Spatial throughput of the primary network versus spatial opportunity Qth under the PRA/PTA protocol, with Qra = Qta = Qth.
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(b) λ0 = 0.1
Fig. 7. Spatial throughput of the secondary network versus spatial opportunity Qth under the PRA/PTA protocol, with Qra = Qta = Qth.
C. Spatial Throughput
Figs. 6 and 7 show the spatial throughput of the primary and secondary networks, respectively, versus
spatial opportunity Qth under the PRA/PTA protocol, where we set Qra = Qta = Qth. Similar discussions
for Figs. 4 and 5 can be made for Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
D. Performance Comparison with Exclusion Region Based OSA
At last, we compare the spectrum-sharing performance of the proposed PRA and PTA protocols with
the protocols based on the exclusion regions around PRs (namely ERR) and PTs (namely ERT) proposed
in [17] in terms of primary and secondary network spatial throughput trade-off. Specifically, in a CR
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network with the ERR or ERT protocol, the STs are allowed to transmit only if they are outside all the
exclusion regions of the active PRs or PTs. As such, essentially, the threshold-based OSA protocols can
be regarded as “soft” versions of the exclusion region based OSA protocols since they take both the
distance-dependent attenuation and channel fading effects into account for the activation of STs. Let D
denote the radius of the exclusion region around each active PR or PT in the ERR or ERT protocol.
Then, according to [17], the spatial opportunity for the STs under the ERR or ERT protocol is given by
Qerr = Qert = exp {−µppiD2}.
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(b) λ0 = 0.1
Fig. 8. Simulated spatial throughput trade-off curves for the coexisting primary and secondary networks under the PRA, PTA, ERR and
ERT protocols.
Fig. 8 shows the simulated spatial throughput trade-off curves for the coexisting primary and secondary
networks, under the threshold-based OSA protocols and exclusion region based OSA protocols, respec-
tively. As observed from Fig. 8, the primary versus secondary network spatial throughput trade-off of the
PRA/ERT protocol outperforms that of the ERR/PTA protocol. An implication of the above observation is
as follows: the threshold-based OSA is more beneficial if the STs are able to detect the active PRs, while
the exclusion region based OSA is more favourable if the spatial spectrum holes of the primary network
are detected based on the active PTs. Intuitively, the former is due to the fact that the “soft” protection
of PRs by PRA protocol based on channel gain from PR is more effective than the “hard” protection
counterpart by ERR protocol based on exclusive region centered at PR; whereas the latter is because the
ERT protocol based on exclusive region centered at PT more effectively protects the corresponding PR
as compared to the PTA protocol based on channel gain from PT which may overlook the case when PR
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is in fact close to ST (but non-detectable due to the faded channel from PT to ST).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has studied the performance of spatial OSA in a large-scale overlay CR network. Two
threshold-based OSA protocols, namely PRA and PTA, are investigated. By applying tools from stochastic
geometry, the spatial opportunity for the secondary network under the PRA/PTA protocol is derived.
The conditional distributions of active STs and/or PTs given a typical PR/SR at the origin are then
characterized. Based on such results, the coverage probabilities as well as the spatial throughputs of the
primary and secondary networks under each of the two proposed protocols are analyzed. It is hoped that
the results in this paper will provide new insights to the optimal design of practical overlay based CR
networks employing threshold-based OSA.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Proof: Consider first the case of PRA protocol. Let Πrp be the set of all active PRs. Then, under the
PRA protocol, at an arbitrary location x ∈ R2, the received beacon power Sira(x) from the i-th active
PR with i ∈ Πrp is given by
Sira(x) =
Pph
i
ra
|Xi − x|α , (28)
where Xi is the coordinate of the i-th active PR, hira is the power coefficient of the fading channel
between Xi and location x, and |Xi−x| is the corresponding distance. Let Mra(x) denote the maximum
received beacon power at position x as
Mra(x) = max
i∈Πrp
Sira(x). (29)
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Then, we derive the spatial opportunity Qra under the PRA protocol as follows:
Qra = Pr {Mra(x) ≤ Nra}
(a)
= E
[
1{Mra(x)≤Nra}
]
= E
[ ∏
i∈Πrp
1{Sira(x)≤Nra}
]
= EX
∏
i∈Πrp
Eh
[
1{Sira(x)≤Nra}
]
(b)
= exp
{
−2piµp
∫ ∞
0
(
1− Pr
{
hira ≤
Nrar
α
Pp
})
rdr
}
= exp
{
−2piµp
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nrarα
Pp rdr
}
= exp
{
−2piµp
Γ( 2
α
)( Pp
Nra
)
2
α
α
}
, (30)
where (a) follows from the definition of indicator function over random variable, and (b) follows from
the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP defined in [26]. By using the same approach as
for the case of PRA protocol, Qta for the PTA protocol can be similiarly obtained. This thus completes
the proof of Theorem 3.1.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
Proof: With the PRA protocol, for a typical PR at the origin, the SIR is given by
SIRp =
Pph0d
−α
p∑
i∈Πtp
Pphi|Xi|−α +
∑
j∈Πras
Psgj|Yj|−α , (31)
where Πtp denotes the set of all active PTs, Π
ra
s denotes the set of all active STs, h0 is the fading channel
power coefficient of the typical primary link, hi is the power coefficient of the fading channel from the
i-th active PT to the typical PR with i ∈ Πtp, gj is the power coefficient of the fading channel from the
j-th active ST to the typical PR with j ∈ Πras , Xi is the coordinate of the i-th active PT, and Yj is
the coordinate of the j-th active ST. According to the PRA protocol, at the typical PR, the interference
introduced by the j-th active ST is constrained as Ppgj|Yj|−α ≤ Nra. Thus, under Assumption 1, the
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coverage probability of the primary network with the PRA protocol is given by
τ rap = Pr
{
SIRp ≥ θp
∣∣∣∣∣gj|Yj|−α ≤ NraPp
}
= Pr
 Pph0d
−α
p∑
i∈Πtp
Pphi|Xi|−α +
∑
j∈Πras
Psgj|Yj|−α ≥ θp
∣∣∣∣∣gj|Yj|−α ≤ NraPp

(a)
= EX
∏
i∈Πtp
Eh
[
e
− θphi|Xi|
−α
d−αp
]× EY
 ∏
j∈Πras
Eg
[
e
− θpPsgj |Yj |
−α
Ppd
−α
p
∣∣∣∣∣gj ≤ Nra|Yj|αPp
]
(b)
= exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)µpθ 2αp d2p
}
× exp
{
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
(
1−
∫ Nrauα
Pp
0
e
− θpPsgu
−α
Ppd
−α
p × e
−g
1− e−Nrau
α
Pp
dg
)
λRra(u)udu
}
= exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ra
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
{
2pi
α
λras
(
Pp
Nra
) 2
α
Γ(
2
α
)
}
× exp
−2piλras
∫ ∞
0
Ppuα
θpPsdαp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
× e
− θpPsNrad
α
p
P2p
e
Nrauα
Pp
udu
 , (32)
where (a) follows from Assumption 1 that the point processes formed by the active PTs and STs are
assumed to be independent, and (b) follows from the fact that the probability density function of g
conditioned on g ≤ t is given by
f(g|g ≤ t) = e
−g
1− e−t .
This thus completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3
Proof: To prove Lemma 4.3, we define
Gj(x) =
1
1 +
Pp|Yj−x|α
θpPsdαp
, (33)
as the pseudo interference perceived at an arbitrary location x ∈ R2 introduced by the j-th active ST
at location Yj with j ∈ Πtas , where Πtas denotes the set of all active STs under the PTA protocol. Let
PI(Rp) and PI(Tp) be the aggregate pseudo interference from all active STs perceived at Rp and Tp,
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respectively, under the PTA protocol. Then, we have
E [PI(Rp)] = E
∑
j∈Πtas
Gj(Rp)
 (a)= 2pi ∫ ∞
0
λ
Rp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu, (34)
and
E [PI(Tp)] = E
∑
j∈Πtas
Gj(Tp)
 (b)= 2pi ∫ ∞
0
λ
Tp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu, (35)
where (a) and (b) follow from the Campbell’s Theorem [26]. As a result, based on (34) and (35), it
follows that to prove (12), we only need to show that
E [PI(Rp)] ≥ E [PI(Tp)] . (36)
To prove (36), we partition the plane R2 into infinite number of equal-size squares of the same area
4s and index them as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). Without loss of generality, we focus on the i-th pair of
squares s1i and s
2
i both of which are at a distance
5 of r to M as illustrated in Fig. 9(b), where M
is the perpendicular bisector to the line between Rp and Tp. Then, as ∆s → 0, the point processes
formed by the active STs in s1i and s
2
i asymptotically follow two PPPs with density λ
Tp
ta (r2) and λ
Tp
ta (r1),
respectively, where r1 denotes the distance between s2i and Tp, and r2 denotes that between s
1
i and Tp.
6
Rp Tp
dp
M
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1
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1
2
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1
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1
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1
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2
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1
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11s
1
11
¸
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ta (u)¸
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ta (u)
u u
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Rp Tp
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r2
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r2
r r
M
s2i
¸
Tp
ta (r2) ¸
Tp
ta (r1)
(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Partition of the plane in R2; and (b) the aggregate pseudo interference from active STs in the union of s1i and s2i perceived at
Rp or Tp.
Let PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp) be the aggregate pseudo interference perceived at Rp from the active STs in the union
5The distance from s1i or s
2
i to M refers to that from the center of s1i or s2i to M.
6By symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b), the distances from s1i and s
2
i to Rp are also given by r1 and r2, respectively.
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of s1i and s
2
i . Then, we have
lim
∆s→0
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp)
]
(a)
= lim
∆s→0
 λTpta (r1)
1 +
Pprα2
θpPsdαp
+
λ
Tp
ta (r2)
1 +
Pprα1
θpPsdαp
×∆s, (37)
where (a) follows from the Campbell’s Theorem.
Similarly, let PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp) be the aggregate pseudo interference perceived at Tp from the active STs
in the union of s1i and s
2
i . Then, we have
lim
∆s→0
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp)
]
= lim
∆s→0
 λTpta (r2)
1 +
Pprα2
θpPsdαp
+
λ
Tp
ta (r1)
1 +
Pprα1
θpPsdαp
×∆s. (38)
With (37) and (38), we obtain that
lim
∆s→0
(
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp)
]
− E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp)
])
= lim
∆s→0
(
λ
Tp
ta (r2)− λTpta (r1)
)
×
 1
1 +
Pprα1
θpPsdαp
− 1
1 +
Pprα2
θpPsdαp
×∆s
(a)
≥ 0, (39)
where (a) follows from the fact that r1 ≤ r2.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that
E [PI(Rp)] = lim
∆s→0
∞∑
i=1
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp)
]
, (40)
and
E [PI(Tp)] = lim
∆s→0
∞∑
i=1
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp)
]
. (41)
As such, the following inequality holds:
E [PI(Rp)]− E [PI(Tp)]
= lim
∆s→0
∞∑
i=1
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp)
]
− lim
∆s→0
∞∑
i=1
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp)
]
= lim
∆s→0
∞∑
i=1
(
E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Rp)
]
− E
[
PI(s1i ,s2i )(Tp)
])
(a)
≥ 0, (42)
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where (a) follows from (39). Therefore, we have E [PI(Rp)] ≥ E [PI(Tp)], i.e.,∫ ∞
0
λ
Rp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu ≥
∫ ∞
0
λ
Tp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu.
This thus completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2
Proof: With the PTA protocol, for a typical PR at the origin, the SIR is given by
SIRp =
Pph0d
−α
p∑
i∈Πtp
Pphi|Xi|−α +
∑
j∈Πtas
Psgj|Yj|−α , (43)
where Πtp denotes the set of all active PTs, Π
ta
s denotes the set of all active STs. Let qj be the power
coefficient of the fading channel from the j-th active ST to the typical PT with j ∈ Πtas . Then, according
to the PTA protocol, the interference introduced by the j-th active ST is constrained at the typical PT
as Ppqj|Yj −Tp|−α ≤ Nta. It should be noted that qj and gj are statistically independent for any given
j ∈ Πtas . Therefore, the interference introduced by the j-th active ST can be arbitrary high at the typical
PR. As such, under Assumption 1, the coverage probability of the primary network with the PTA protocol
is given by
τ tap = Pr
{
SIRp ≥ θp
∣∣∣∣∣qj|Yj −Tp|−α ≤ NtaPp
}
= Pr
 Pph0d
−α
p∑
i∈Πtp
Pphi|Xi|−α +
∑
j∈Πtas
Psgj|Yj|−α ≥ θp

(a)
= EX
∏
i∈Πtp
Eh
[
e
− θphi|Xi|
−α
d−αp
]× EY
 ∏
j∈Πtas
Eg
[
e
− θpPsgj |Yj |
−α
Ppd
−α
p
]
= exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)µpθ 2αp d2p
}
× exp
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
λ
Rp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu
 , (44)
where (a) follows from Assumption 1 that the active STs are assumed to be distributed independently
with the active PTs.
Then, by applying Lemma 4.2 and 4.3 to (44), we obtain the lower and upper bounds on the coverage
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probability of the primary network under the PTA protocol as
τ tap ≥ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)µpθ 2αp d2p
}
× exp
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
λtas
(
1− e−
Nta(u+dp)
α
Pp
)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu

= exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ta
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
2piλtas
∫ ∞
0
e−Nta(u+dp)αPp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu
 , (45)
and
τ tap ≤ exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)µpθ 2αp d2p
}
× exp
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
λ
Tp
ta (u)
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu

= exp
{
− 2pi
2
α sin
(
2pi
α
)θ 2αp d2p
(
µp + λ
ta
s
(
Ps
Pp
) 2
α
)}
× exp
2piλtas
∫ ∞
0
 e−NtauαPp
1 + Ppu
α
θpPsdαp
udu
 , (46)
respectively. This thus completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.3
Proof: We first consider the case of PRA protocol. Under the PRA protocol, according to Lemma 5.1,
ΨTsra (r) follows a HPPP and thus is isotropic around Ts. Then, by the isotropy of Ψ
Ts
ra (r), it can be easily
verified that ΦTsra (r) follows a point process that is also isotropic around Ts.
To prove the lower and upper bounds on λTsra (r), by the isotropy of Φ
Ts
ra (r), we consider the spatial
opportunity Q′ra(xs) of the STs at an arbitrary location xs, where |xs − Ts| = r. Let ψxsra (t) be the
average density of the PPP formed by the active PRs on a circle of radius t centered at xs as illustrated
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in Fig. 10. Then, similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain a lower bound on Q′ra(xs) as
Q′ra(xs) = exp
{
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nratα
Pp ψxsra (t)tdt
}
(a)
≥ exp
{
−2piµp
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nratα
Pp tdt
}
= Qra, (47)
where (a) follows from Lemma 5.1 that ψxsra (t) ≤ µp.
r
Rs
ÃTsra (r)
Ts
ds
Ãxsra(t)
t xs
Fig. 10. Proof of the lower and upper bounds on Q′ra(xs).
To prove the upper bound on Q′ra(xs), we define
Gj(x) = e
−Nra|Xj−x|
α
Pp (48)
as the pseudo interference perceived at an arbitrary location x ∈ R2 introduced by the j-th active PR at
location Xj with j ∈ Πrp, where Πrp denotes the set of all active PRs. Then, by applying a similar proof
as for Lemma 4.3, the following inequality is obtained:
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nratα
Pp ψxsra (t)tdt ≥
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nrarα
Pp ψTsra (r)rdr. (49)
As such, based on (49), we derive the upper bound on Q′ra(xs) as
Q′ra(xs) = exp
{
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nratα
Pp ψxsra (t)tdt
}
≤ exp
{
−2pi
∫ ∞
0
e
−Nrarα
Pp ψTsra (r)rdr
}
= Qraβra. (50)
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Finally, with (47) and (50), we obtain that
λras ≤ λTsra (r) ≤ λras βra.
This thus proves the lower and upper bounds on λTsra (r) under the PRA protocol.
For the case of PTA protocol, with a similar proof as the above for the PRA protocol, (19) can be
obtained. This thus completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.
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